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THE EASTLAND
Portland, Maine

Maine’s Largest Hotel

FIREPROOF ...
Modern

Friendly
750 Rooms

3 Restaurants

2 Cocktail Lounges

Room Rates Start at $2.75 Single

Lambskin. Removable
photo-card case...
roomy coin purse.

Garage Connected ...
Radio in Every Room

3.95
Plus Tax

For Reservation—Call 2-5411

Loring^ Short & Harmon
Monument Square

You Will Enjoy Shopping at

Portland

3,300,000 AAA MEMBERS
CAN’T BE WRONG!

The Largest and Oldest Motoring
Organization in the World

The Store that Has Served Fashion-Wise Women
With Quality Merchandise Since 1874

Shoes
Teen Shop
Sportswear
Domestics

Cosmetics
Millinery
Beauty Salon
Hosiery

Emergency service anywhere
Touring services with unique and exclusive
AAA publications
Legal services including payment of attorney
fees
$5000 Bail Bond
Personal injury insurance including hos
pitalization
and other services

You Can’t Afford Not To Belong

Children’s Dept.
505 Congress St.

Portland. Maine

Falmouth Hotel Bldg.

Portland, Maine

Maine’s Youth Are Its Future

Stella Scurlock

Dear Maine Clubwoman,

Youth Conservation work in the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs has been my delight since I came into the GFWC. Doris Marston,
as your Youth Conservation leader then, was a national leader also,
writing the four page article on youth recreation program for the April
1948 GFWC CLUBWOMAN which is even yet our handbook. She kept
in touch with every club in Maine. Now Isabel Cudhea, at your Youth
Conservation helm, is giving equally strong leadership, I can tell from
the letters and requests that come to us at national headquarters.
BUILD FREEDOM WITH YOUTH, our youth-adult partnership
program which 3 Maine clubs have demonstrated for you, has just begun.
Doris Marston wrote that already their club has done more since the
contest closed than all the time before. We think that the idea is con
tagious, and that every Maine club will have that valuable program next
year.
For NEXT YEAR we are urging every club to
1. Take youth into PARTNERSHIP in some plan and action for the
community.
2. Enlist every club member with a family to develop a FAMILY COUN
CIL and a FAMILY PLAY NIGHT.
3. Set up a YOUTH EMPLOYMENT program for this summer—to give
youth employment and proper protection in that employment.
4. Plan, with youth, a RECREATION program for the whole town, and
give youth responsibility in helping carry it out.
5. Protect yourselves and your summer visitors by getting a state law
through your 1953 assembly requiring that NARCOTIC PEDDLERS
BE IMPRISONED for long terms and that ADDICTS BE QUAR
ANTINED.
My joy in the Maine Federation will follow you down the years.
Sincerely,
Stella Scurlock, Director
Youth Conservation Program

Not just a coat...but a
Beautiful 100% virgin wool
Saxony check in beige,
blue or navy with contrasting taffeta
accents. Sizes 8 to 18
One of an exciting new collection.

$2|O95
COAT DEPARTMENT — FASHION FLOOR

Porteous Mitchell and Braun Co.
Portland, Maine

How They Made
The Editor Happy

new

Every time the last edition
lacks
hit the streets, the editor broke
red. bet
out with a smile. Yes, and the
editors, and all the employees,
in each of the Guy Gannett
newspapers are proud of each edition as it is published. It is truly a great
achievement for newspapers of these sizes to contain so many of the great
columnists and features. The Gannett newspapers have many firsts to be
proud of. These newsgathering organizations contribute so much to your daily
knowledge of local and world facts. The Guy Gannett newspapers reflect the
thoughts of Maine in a true unbiased completeness. Each of the Gannett news
papers are a contributing factor in bettering your lives.

•

IN PORTLAND — The Portland Press Herald - Evening Express - Sunday Telegram
•

IN AUGUSTA — The Kennebec Journal
• IN WATERVILLE — The Waterville Sentinel
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The President’s Message

MRS. W. B. CUSHMAN
Dear Maine Clubwomen,
As I write this I realize that this
is my last “News” letter for this
year, which means that one year
of this administration is nearly
over. Our clubs individually and
collectively
have
accomplished
many worthwhile things. You
have seen the needs in your towns
and you have united the efforts of
your clubwomen toward meeting
those needs. Many outside requests

for help have come and wtih your
good-neighbor philosophy you have
extended your aid—Care-for-Korea, German Youth Assistance,
Bocks for Japan, Radios for Iran,
not to mention the packages, let
ters, and money sent to a great var
iety of other places equally worthy
of our help. Along with this you
have continued your aid in sup
port of the numerous health and
instutional drives in our own State.
No matter how small our part,
through participating, by extend
ing our sympathy and enlarging
our own interests, we are trying
to build a better world.
As President of the Maine Fed
eration, it was my privilege to re
present you at a reception honor
ing Her Majesty the Queen of the
Netherlands. This delightful af
fair was held in General Federa
tion Headquarters where the draw
ing room, dining room, and en
trance halls were beautifully bed,ecked with spring flowers. A
group from the U. S. Marine Band
in their bright red jackets furnish
ed music, but the cynosure of all
eyes was Queen Juliana. While
protocol, of course, demanded for
mality, the genuine friendliness in
her greeting and her handclasp
(she shook hands with each of us
regardless of royal custom) typ
ified her directness, her honesty,
and depth of character which were

noted in all reports of her public
addresses while in this country.
Her presence at a reception given
by clubwomen is an outstanding
example of our program for better
understanding of other peoples and
other nations. Her friendly re
ception of our Federation group
which visited Europe in 1950, and
her great interest in the activities
of federated clubwomen, made
possible this reciprocal entertain
ment, no doubt.
Our American Home Day at the
University of Maine on April 1 was
very well attended and many ex
pressed appreciation for the inter
esting program, varied in subject
matter but each pertaining directly
to our homes, ourselves, and our
families. At luncheon we had the
pleasure of announcing the win
ning clubs in the Build Freedom
With Youth Contest and of present
ing the check for $200 and the Cer
tificates of Achievement to repre
sentatives of the winning clubs.
As this issue of the News is devot
ed particularly to Youth, detailed
accounts of the various projects of
the Contest will be found else
where. We hope to have the Con
test Reports of all clubs which par
ticipated on display at our Con
vention at Belgrade Lakes. The
efforts and accomplishments of
(Continued on Page -fe)
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Junior
Your Income, Fashion Notes
and Farm and Home Week

BETTY KINNEY

EDITORIAL POINTS
Perhaps you’ve read about an
interesting program or project
which your Club would like to
try that has been mentioned in the
Junior Journal. Just drop a note
to the club correspondent who told
about the project or I will give you
you her address if necessary.
This is program planning time of
year for the club season next Fall.
Does your Club choose a theme
to carry through the whole year?
The General Federation has a won
derful program outline called “Our
American Heritage”. If you should
adopt such a study program, spec
ial evenings on old glass or an
tiques, American History, or be
ginnings of your own home town
with reminiscences of famous local
people would enlarge on your
theme.
Several girls could be assigned
to each month and they would
know what the topic would be ’way
ahead. Then they could engage a
speaker or line up a paper or two
and bring your club study pro
gram new life. Speak to your pro
gram chairman about this and get
all you can from your club year.
There are other good subjects
such as Foreign Countries; like
France, China, India, Korea, or
England.
Movies, music, litera
ture, etc., as well as exhibits can
be arranged around these coun
tries. You could even study sev
eral countries with everyone bring
ing something for an exhibit at
each meeting.
Maybe it would be fun to start
with the good old U. S. A. and
“Our American Heritage”. Pro
gram planning on a special chosen

The largest attendance ever in
the history of Farm and Home
Week was quite apparent to all
who tried to obtain a seat to hear
the excellent speakers from March
31 to April 3 at the University of
Maine campus.
Tuesday, April 1st the Maine
Federation held a special program
in the Little Theatre. Great inter
est was expressed in the life cycle
of an income as told by Mr. Leon
ard S. Moore of the Merrill Trust
Company, Bangor, Maine.
He said it was absolutely necess
ary for everyone to regularly lay
aside a certain sum, no matter how
small, as savings. These savings
can then be put to work for us as
investments. Once you are started
on a regular program you are
building an estate. The disposition
of this estate become of prime im
portance since everyone has some
amount.
Mr. Moore earnestly stressed the
idea of savings. You must have
reserve funds in a liquid state so
that they may be applied to emer
gencies. He stated that your liquid
cash reserves should not be less
than one month’s income. Ade
quate provision for emergencies
includes insurance: health, life
and accident. Insurance can be
considered savings as well as re
serves. U. S. Savings Bonds were
highly recommended.
Everyone must make a will to
protect the disposition of their es
tate. If they do not do so the
courts will advise the distribution
of the estate according to the in
testate laws of the State of Maine
subject to the latest revision which
is July 1951. He stated that any
Will made before the Revenue Act
of 1948 is already out of date. Es
tate planning is a continuous pro
cess and should be periodically re
theme really pays off with club
interest through the year.
We have so much to learn and
appreciate about our own land, es
pecially now when everything we
regard as our own right is under
attack. If we can build ourselves
into better citizens through study
and knowledge, let’s get busy.

viewed. He will send anyone a
folder explaining the Intestate
Laws governing disposition of an
estate without a Will upon receipt
of your name and address. He
stressed that Joint Ownership is
not a substitute for a Will.
Later Tuesday morning, Muriel
Cox took us along the “Road to
Fashion”. She stated that fabrics
make fashions. Scientific research
is continually developing miracle
fabrics. Although wool is the
staple fibre, new synthetics like orlon and decron, or combinations
with wool are much better. Nylon
and rayon are very popular with
silk pongee a summer favorite.
Spring and Summer 1952 will
feature crispness, sheerness and a
three dimensional quality obtained
by nubby and looping fabrics. This
surface treatment as in shantung
weaves is all important. Cottons
will be popular with even denim
costing as much as silk.
Colors will be paler and smarter.
Silk coats, coat dresses, irredescent fabrics and thick and thin
weaves really dressy.
Curves are all important with
greatest attention to the waistline.
It must be small and neat. Skirts
will be full to emphasize the mid
rift. Long gloves are to be worn
with short sleeves.
Hats may be square, tipped or
worn over one ear. Change them
around or add a polka dot or strip
ed scarf with your bright hat.
Hair will be short and simple
with a brushed up effect.
The
pale elegant colors will not lend
themselves to a heavy sun tan so
there will be more cover this sum
mer. Shoes to be very bare.
Later to find seating space to
hear Ida Jean Kain, columnist on
“Middle Age Can Be Youthful”
was impossible. However we did
learn that the greatest attack on
overweight is to determine its
cause. She said emotional disturb
ance, boredom or loneliness, or
even extra good cooking could be
the cause.
Fine subjects by capable speak
ers made attendance at Farm and
Home Week well-spent time with
plenty of food for thought.

MAY, 1952
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Journal
Junior League
Mocutoc Club of Dover-Foxcroft
Our club was organized and fed
erated in 1950. The name Mocutoc
means “make our Club useful to
our community”. This is also our
motto. We meet every first and
third Thursdays from September
to May. The Molasto Club spon
sored our Club which started wtih
10 members and now has 17. Mrs.
Barbara Merrill has been our pres
ident for the two years.
Last year we spent most of»our
time getting used to Federation
ways but we did send a girl to
Scout Camp, had a booth at the
V. F. W. Fair for the benefit of
Foxcroft Academy Band uniforms
and sent gifts to Hollowell and
Togus. We have had the Movie
Guide for our town paper for two
years and plan to continue it.
This year we presented a play
and earned $200 towards furnish
ing a room at the new Foxcroft
Academy. We earned $30 and took
up a silver collection towards the
TV set for the Maine School for
the Deaf, the Junior Club project.
We have sent gifts to the Augusta
State Hospital and given donations
to Heart, Cancer, Polio and Red
Cross drives. On March first we
are having a Bottle drive for Fox
croft Academy.
Shirley Annis,
Corresponding Secretary

Carpo Club of Guilford
A covered-dish supper was the
highlight of our first April meet
ing and a baking contest at the
second.
Have you ever held a
baking contest? We planned a
Mother’s night for May first.
Elizabeth Herring,
Correspondent

Mothers Club of Winthrop
We plan to sponsor sodium floride treatments for the second grad
ers and three-year olds. We have
appealed to other clubs in Win
throp for financial aid. We held
a Valentine Dance and are plan
ning to hold a Fair in the summer.
Phyllis Thompson,
State Sec.-Treas.
Fairfield Junior Womans Club
Have you tried a Gentlemen’s
night
We served weiners and
hamburgers roasted outdoors. The
boys seemed to enjoy themselves.
A couple who had lived in Pal
estine provided the program show
ing slides and discussing conditions
there. Pieces of handwork done
by Moslem women were examined.
We sold Christmas Wrapping
making a profit of $20. We also
put on a Supper and cleared $20.88.
Our most important special pro
ject is trying to unite the Feder
ated Clubs of Fairfield into one
large Woman’s Club. We feel that
better joint programs may be held
without losing our own club indiv
iduality. We held a special forum
at which all clubs were present
and had state officers as guest
speakers. Many obstacles will have
to be overcome before this project
is fulfilled.
Polly Moore,
Correspondent

the Affair was considered a great
success.
Models were local girls includ
ing Junior Clubwomen and several
children of the members. Mr. and
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Jr., of SenterCrane Company supplied the Fash
ions and directed the Show. Flow
ers and lighting were both donated
by local Concerns.
Prizes were plants for individual
table winners with special door
prizes also.
Edith Levensaler,
Correspondent
Twin Village Junior Womans Club
—Damariscotta
The annual Guest Night and
Joint Meeting with the Rockland
Junior Womans Club was held Ap(Continued on Page 19)

A. H. Handley
Concert and

Lecture Management
Established 1914
200 Berkeley Street,

Boston, 16, Mass.

Rockland Junior Womans Club
The crippled children will bene
fit from the Style Show and Card
Party held April second for this
worthy cause and netting $222.50.
There were sixty tables in play at
the American Legion home which
had been donated by the Post and

Also

Tailored Suits and Coat6
for Women
WESTBROOK and FREEPORT
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Let’s Take Off Our Moral Blinders!
by Peter Nelson
(Reprinted from August, 1351, Coronet.

Copyright 1951 Esquire, Inc.)

spread. The clear image of our
national decency becomes smudged.
(Continued from March Issue)
In the West, a new ornament for
Listen to the proprietor of an ex an automobile comes out, and
pensive Eastern restaurant: “Each youngsters begin to pry them loose
night my place is filled to capacity. to put on their bicycles. In the
Well-to-do people eat here But East, New Yorkers laugh at the
between the customers and my disappearance of the city’s street
help, I lose a young fortune every corner trash baskets. But think a
year. The customers take silver moment: is a situation involving
ware, even dishes. The employees the theft of private and public pro
take slabs of bacon, pounds of but perty really so funny?
ter, expensive cuts of ste&ks, and
We Americans are a self-indul
other foods. Once I put detectives gent people.
We chuckle about
at the doors, but the customers thing like that—until a group of
were so indignant, they threatened basketball players (“clean, decent
to boycott the place. When the boys”) are ensnared in one of the
workers found out they almost most sordid sports scandals of all
went on strike.”
time. We laugh—until a boy who
Go from industry to industry, began stealing auto ornaments
town to town, state to state. You winds up on trial for stealing a car.
It’s all a big joke—until our own
find that business pays a stagger
ing $220,000,000 annually for in sons and daughters are forced to
surance, watchmen, and other pro pay the price for our own blind
tective services—to guard against ness, for the easy immoral values
professional and “amateur” crim we have, all unknowingly, foisted
inals. You begin to see also the on them.
Take Ed Nicholson, a buyer in
little rips in the fabric of our
vaunted morality. They grow and ... a large department store. Ed is
(PART 2)

In Maine It’s The

Clean, Comfortable Modern Accommodations
Maine’s Finest Food
WATERVILLE
Hotel Elmwood

AUGUSTA
Augusta House
AUBURN
Hotel Elm

LEWISTON
Hotel De Witt

ROCKLAND
Hotel Rockland

Exceptional Facilities For Banquets, Parties
Conventions for from Four to Four Hundred

“UPHOLDING MAINE’S TRADITION FOR
HOSPITALITY AND FINE FOOD”

past 40, tall, gray-haired—the kind
of man you would call “distin
guished.” And, in his way, Ed is
distinguished. He is an officer in
the Parent-Teacher Association.
He is vice-chairman of his civic
group, and he likes to read “good”
books. Once, his friends talked of
nominating him for councilman on
a local reform ticket.
A few weeks ago, Ed came home
and set a large package down on
the dining-room table. His wife
couldn’t help notice how his eyes
shone as he gazed at it.
“What’s in it, dear?” she asked.
“Wait till you see!” he exulted.
He tore off the wrappings and re
vealed a handsome mantel clock,
set in the rich mahogany of a ship’s
wheel. “Ed,” his wife breathed,
“it’s lovely. But is must have
cost a fortune. Can we afford it?”
“We certainly can. It didn’t
cost us a cent. I took it from the
stockroom. It’s got a scratch some
where on the base and it has been
laying around for months. So we
might as well put it to good use.”
Nicholson virtually glowed with
pride over his achievement.
“Golly, dad,” said 12-year old
Tommy, “that was clever. It’s sure
a keen clock.”
“The word is ‘surely’,” Nicholson
corrected him. “But it is keen.”
Ed Nicholson, who would prob
ably knock you down if you called
him a thief, thus permitted himself
to become part of an all pervading
atmosphere of moral decay. By
bringing home an expensive clock
that was “just laying around,” he
denied the virtue inherent in the
uniquely American credo that “you
work for what you get and get
what you work for.”
To his son Tommy, Ed was say
ing, as though he spoke the words:
“There’s nothing wrong with my
taking this clock; nothing wrong
with keeping towels from a hotel
room; nothing wrong with taking
stamps home from the office; noth
ing wrong with cheating on your
income tax.”
Maybe Tommy won’t ever reach
into his mother’s purse for a quartcontinued on Page 9)
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er to go to the movies; maybe he
won’t climb a fence and steal a ripe
watermelon; maybe he won’t slyly
pocket a piece of penny candy at
the corner store; maybe he won’t
swipe a toy from the Five and Ten.
But if he does any of these things,
his course will have been charted.
He will have had an example set
for him right in his home.
Perhaps if the example came
from only one direction, the pro
blem would not be so acute, the
results not so deadly. But Tommy
Nicholson has heard of many more
acts which just border the dark
edges of dishonesty. When he gets
older he wil lhear of shrewd pol
itical “deals” which reek of upder
world corruption. He will learn
the meaning of words like payoff,
gravy train, pork barrel, five per
center. And he will learn that
these words don’t apply to crim
inals.
They will be written and spoken
about men who have maneuvered
their way into your city govern
ment and mine, into state and Fed
eral government offices. They will
be written about the men who often
make the laws, men who have pre
sumed to set the pattern of our
do’s and don’ts.
And there can be no doubt that
all of these factors will shape Tom
my’s attitudes towards the law,
just as they have shaped the attit
udes of many of us.
It’s no wonder that, in such an
atmosphere, young athletes—cer
tainly not criminals—conspire to
throw basketball games so that
gamblers can make a killing. It’s
no wonder that officials in govern
ment and industry—witness the re
cent RFC scandals—conspire to
make mutually profitable “arrange
ments.” It’s no wonder that cer
tain respectable businessmen for
sake honor and enter into lucra
tive enterprises with outright rack
eteers.
Each time such actions take
place, we have further torn our
ethical fabric. Unfortunately, more
and more people are taking the
path to “easy money” and more
and more people are impressed
with this “something for nothing”
way of thinking.
This “El Dorado” complex has
persisted throughout U. S. history.
It stems from the earliest adven
turers who came here seeking
streets paved with gold and jewels.
(Continued on Page 19)
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Watch Freedom Stations Rise!
BRICK BY BRICK
What goes into the building of a Radio Free Europe station? Bricks,
cables, magnetic tape, records, coaxial cable, beacons—literally hundreds
of items, large and small. So each member, each organization as a unit,
has here the opportunity to buy a piece of a freedom station . . . and
watch that freedom station rise! A member may buy a dozen bricks or
a thousand. Your organization as a whole may set as its goal the pur
chase of a tower beacon, a microphone or a loud speaker.
Take your choice. Even the smallest item is priceless in the cause
$13 studio warning light
of freedom. Here’s a price list:
$25 loud speaker
3? one brick
$35 fire extinguisher
70? 10 mt. of shielded cable
$100 a microphone
75? a record
$650 a large tower beacon
$1.40 10 ft. of microphone cable
$4,300 a tower (four needed
$4 Studio light relays
per transmitter) and so
$5 switch box
on up to
$9 hand phone
$184,600 for one transmitter (ex
$12 pays operating cost of
1-minute talk over a
clusive of studio build
freedom station
ing)

Calling All Women!
. . . politics is not simply a matter of voting for
one politician against another; it means the preserv
ation of the family; it means participating in de
cisions which protect life and property and the soc
ial tradition of a people . . . There are millions of
American women who have avoided politics ... If a
million of them become articulate, they will alter
the face of American politics. Their force can be
legion . . . George E. Sokolsky.

Presenting

THE SWEETS

FINE DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT
FOR YOUR CLUB GROUP
• Dialogues
• Character Sketches
Drama - Comedy - Farce
One Black Island Road

Topsham, Maine
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Reprinted by permission of The Christian Science Monitor
and the artist,Paul Carmock
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Calling All Maine Citizens!
This year the Citizenship Div
ision of the Public Affairs Depart
ment places SPECIAL emphasis on
the “Get Out The Vote” campaign.
From a current issue of an inter
national magazine, sponsored by a
well known civic male organiza
tion, the slogan “Get Out and
Vote” is inadequate in its true
meaning — “Get Out and Vote
INTELLIGENTLY” is a better intrepretation of Citizenry.
This being both State and Na
tional election year, your chair
man urges intelligent participating
citizenship through careful study
of the candidates and issues—lo
cal, state and national.
The importance of action in pri
mary elections should be stressed.
This thought coincides with the
words, written by Mrs. John R.
Davis, Citizenship Chairman of the
General Federation of Womens’

Clubs, in a recent publication of
“The Clubwoman” — As a good
citizen, it is essential that you
participate in the primary election.
It is there that the standard bear
ers of YOUR party are chosen, as
well as the committee members.”
We definitely need the very best
of our men and women in all pub
lic offices from the community
level up.
A recent nation-wide survey re
vealed that less than half of the
young people, who have reached
voting age since the last election,
expect to vote. Through the ef
forts of our clubs we could improve
this situation within our own state.
These efforts need not be costly or
strenuous—rather that each club
should feel and be responsible in
seeing that every eligible voter,
in its neighborhood, uses HIS vot
ing privilege—both at primary
and final elections!

We hope that everyone will ob
serve CITIZENSHIP DAY the
third Sunday in May.
Realizing that most clubs in
clude Citizenship as a part of their
programs, we hope that many
clubs will encourage the study of
this subject in our public schools.
Essay contests, workshops, panel
discussions and such, provide civ
ic stimulation for our youth.
Sponsorship and guidance of these
activities may mean much toward
the future development and im
provement of our Country’s demo
cratic standards. The good for
tune of being a citizen of the Un
ited States of America, under
Constitutional Rights, must be pre
served and advanced in every way
possible. Maine clubwomen can
meet this challenge.
YOU can start being a better
citizen RIGHT NOW!
Mrs. Fulton Willard Blake

The Next Six Months Will Decide A Bill of Rights for Aging Persons
The next six months before Election Day may
be the most important months of your and your child
ren’s lives—maybe even of the history of the nation.
It is a crucial period when you should vividly and
actively remember that “Government is YOUR Busness.”

Yes, your business! Good government starts with
you—the citizen. You have an obligation before God
and country to fulfill your responsibility as a voter.
That means you have it in your power to make or
break your country.
Don’t underestimate the good that you can do.
Your country needs your support right now, more
than ever before. But you. personally and individ
ually. must decide for yourself what you will do to
strengthen America.

Every move we have made for the past seven
years has proven the almost unbelievable power for
active good in the rank and file of the American peo
ple. If ten million Americans at the grass roots can
be stirred up in the next six months to the point
where each feels a personal responsibility toward his
country, they may well bring peace to our nation—
and the world . . . Christopher News Notes.

The right to grow old. The emphasis is on grow.
Aging is growth. We should not be old except as
we grow old.
The right to be treated as a person and a grownup at
that. Years bring experience and experience is
an essential ingredient of wisdom.
The right to a future. We can’t live in the past. We
must live in the future.
The right to say about our life in that future. The
right to work, to play, to plan, to produce as we
are able, to continue to live and be a part of life.
The right to have fund and friends, even to be ro
mantic; to have hobbies, to be interested in pol
itics, to enjoy harmless gossip, and tn be a normal
human person.
The right to have the help on one’s family and friends,
in being interesting to that family and their
friends.
The right to have professional help and advice when
ever necessary.
The right of opportunity to earn and cherish these
rights and to live happily and usefully until
the end.
While these rights are inherent, still they must be
earned. The rights of man—life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness—are inherent but they must
be fought for in every age of man.
OLD AGE IS NOT A PENALTY, IT IS AN ACHIEVE
MENT.
(From Indiana State Board of Health)
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Maine Is Building Freedom
The announcement of the win
ners in the “Build Freedom with
Youth Contest” was made on April
first by Mrs. Cushman at the Am
erican Home Day luncheon. The
Women’s Clubs of York were the
winners of the $200.00 State prize;
the second place winner was Win
terport Woman’s Club; third place
Woodland Womans Club; fourth
place Advance Club of Dixfield;
and fifth place The Junior Cosmo
politan Club of Dover-Foxcroft.
My heartiest congratulations go to
these clubs.
„
We were fortunate in securing
three fine judges. They are all
active in different types of youth
work and therefore, were able to
evaluate the work which our clubs
had been doing. They were Chair
man, Mr. Norman J. Temple, State
Y. M. C. A., Waterville, Miss Ruth
Daniels, Recreation Supervisor,
City of Portland, and Mr. Arlyn
E. Barnard, Executive Secretary,
A. A. A. in Portland.
At the beginning of the contest
thirty clubs entered. This was
most inspiring to me as state con
test chairman, and made me feel
that a large number of our clubs
realized the need for helping the
youth in our communities. Fifteen
of these clubs finished the contest
and presented excellent material.
No matter how small a project was
it represented a great deal of work
and whether your club finished or
not I am certain you are glad that
you made an attempt to do some
thing.
The prize winning club’s folder
was sent to Washington, D. C.
where we hope it will receive one
of the national prizes. The re
maining entries were sent to
Teacher’s College in New York
where the Institute of Adult Edu
cation will evaluate them.
Thank you all for your fine co
operation and work. It will prove
to everyone that Maine is really
interested in helping their youth.
Ruth Crosby, chairman

Although it would be impossible
to give here a complete report of
the work which has been done in
the state during the contest, we
x.ill try to share with you the mar
vellous accomplishments of club
women and youth and the other
organizations of the various com
munities.
Emphasis has been
placed not only on the projects
selected but on the way young
people have helped and on the way
others in the community have re
sponded to the suggested program.
Every town would have liked to
win the $200, and York was in
deed pleased to have the money to
continue its work with youth; but
the real winners are those who
have found that anything can be
accomplished in a town when en
ough people CARE ENOUGH.
YORK - First Prize
To start off the contest, the clubs
sponsored an essay-poster contest.
The four winners were taken to
Augusta for the day, meeting the
Governor and other officials,
sightseeing, attending a tea at
Blaine Mansion, having dinner at
The Augusta House, and, in their
own words, “having the most won
derful day of our lives.”
Ideas for projects to be carried
out were taken from the essays on
“How we can make York a better
community”.
Next, a Youth Council was or
ganized, with five representatives
from each grade from the seventh
through the twelfth, and 20 adult
advisors. Socials, square dances
and other activities were carried
out by this group. Also, projects
were outlined here and various or
ganizations in the town asked to
carry them out. For instance, a
baby sitters’ course was suggested
and the Wesleyan Guild of the
Methodist Church, composed of
young mothers, was asked to spon
sor it. Two members of the Guild,
two members of the Woman’s clubs
and two members of the Youth
Council made the plans and the
course has been given to 30 junior
and senior high school girls. After
seven lessons and a written exam
ination, a certificate was given
each girl. An employment agency
has been set up under the direction
of a shut-in, to include not only
the names of the certified baby

sitters but high school boys and
other girls who need summer em
ployment.
Other projects suggested by the
young people and carried out by
various organizations with the co
operation of the women’s clubs
and youth, have been a bicycle
safety campaign, a youth center at
York Beach and another one just
getting underway at York Village,
two art classes (York has no art
teacher), a library in the York
Beach center, a leadership train
ing program, (both adults and high
school youth enrolled) Sunday af
ternoon moving pictures and a
rifle club sponsored by the VFW.
WINTERPORT—SECOND PLACE
Our program of Building Free
dom With Youth developed into
four distinct projects.
1. A series of Square Dance par
ties for all young people of the
town was sponsored. A profess
ional instructor in square dancing
was procured by the club from the
University of Maine. All work in
preparation for the parties, mak
ing of tickets, decorating, adver
tising, was shared by the young
people and club members working
together.
An important part of
this project was the series of talks
on good manners and right conduct
which preceded each party. The
young people responded enthus
iastically. Besides learning the
fundamentals of square dancing,
they developed greatly in poise,
personal appearance and social
conduct.
2. A most worthwhile project
was developed by the Welfare
Committee of the club. This pro
ject consisted of collecting good
used clothing, mending and re
pairing it at a club sewing bee,
and distributing the garments to
underpriviliged children and ad
ults. Shoes and overshoes were
also provided any child in need.
Club members knit many pairs of
mittens for distribution to school
children. The aim of club mem
bers in this work was to see that
every needy child was provided
with warm clothing, shoes and
overshoes. Interest was shared by
many groups and individuals in
town. The local dry cleaning es
tablishment gladly cooperated by
cleaning soiled garments free of
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With It’s Youth
charge. To date 30 children and
many adults have received dona
tions.
3. The third project of the club
was to sponsor and support in
great measure the formation of a
Recreational Council which at pre
sent provides a supervised social
and recreational program for
young people.
4. To encourage in young people
higher and better ideals of con
duct, an award will be made by
the club at graduation time to a
student or students who in thev op
inion of his teachers and class
mates is “most honorable and up
right, most unselfish and consider
ate toward others and who has
shown a desire to establish the
highest and best ideals of conduct.”
WOODLAND—THIRD PLACE
Teen-Town was organized in
1951 and continued until spring.
Meeting places were varied, due
to the fact that Woodland does not
have a Youth Recreation Center.
We used Auxiliary room, Amer
ican Legion and I. O. O. F. Hall.
A canteen was carried on by var
ious youths and proceeds from
candy, gum, etc., was given to
treasurer. Late in the spring of
1951, the Build Freedom with
Youth contest was discussed and
Mrs. Bernard Seamans received
the appointment as chairman.
Every organization (12) in town
was asked to send a delegate to
form a planning board. As a re
sult a group of 12 young people
met in the Town Building. Usual
officers were elected for the Wood
land Youth Council, projects dis
cussed and at the next meeting
they decided on lettering or num
bering of every house in town,
purchasing three safety signs, two
for the school and one for a “bad
corner”, and voted to place the
luminous tape on every bicycle in
town.
We are fortunate in having a
state trooper in our town and he
gave an interesting talk on Safety
at our second meeting and then
encouraged us to have the state
safety pictures shown.
We had a grand New Year’s par
ty—over 80 present. The young
people conducted the Heart Fund
Drive in town. We held a Valen
tine party. By that time we had

enrollment of 93 members, each
paying 15 < for admission to the
club activities for the year.
The new Go Slow and Bad Cor
ner signs have arrived but we are
waiting for warmer weather be
fore setting them out. The St.
Croix Paper Co. has ordered our
house numbers (848) and they will
soon be placed on the houses un
der adult supervision. The Am
erican Legion have donated lum
inous tape and no doubt by the
time this reaches press the tape
will have been place on the bi
cycles.
The Woman’s Club carried out
the mock demonstration of carry
ing blood plasma to Old Town.
The pilot of the plane was one of
our young club members.
Plans were made early in Jan
uary for a Talent Show. We sol
icited merchants and interested
citizens for our gifts. So many
were donated that we decided to
make it a non-competitive show
and every entrant received a gift
or money. Along with this show
we featured an Easter Fashion
F'arade, 10 girls, all but one mem
bers of the club, doing the model
ing for 44 different outfits, all fur
nished by a specialty shop in town.
This was a huge success. Our
spacious gym was filled to cap
acity and gate receipts were $154,
so now we’re sure of funds to pay
for the bill for the house letters.
State Trooper Carson showed
the safety films at school during
February, to children in the after
noon and the adults in the even
ing. We’re hoping that from this
activity driver education will be
placed in the Woodland schools.
HALLOWE’EN IN DIXFIELDFOURTH PLACE
In Dixfield Hallowe’en pranks
were becoming a matter of con
cern and were building up unhappy
and unwholesome tensions. Clear
ly there was an opportunity for
young people instead of rousing
irritations to help make a general
good time and celebration. So the
Advance Club chose for its pro
ject under the Build Freedom with
Youth Contest a Community Hal
lowe’en.
In early October we began with
a good deal of informal ground
work among the young people and

members of organizations; all
seemed to welcome the idea, and
at the two Committee meetings at
which the young people were re
presented we worked out our
plans: a big parade in costume
with floats after dusk through the
streets to our ball ground, a big
bonfire, and then adjournment to
three parties,—with refreshments
of course—movies for the small
children, games and stunts for the
intermediates, a dance with or
chestra for young people and
young-elders, prizes for window
painting, costumes, and floats.
The co-operation we received
really surprised us—from Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, school teach
ers and classes, Odd Fellows and
Grange who contributed their
Halls, veterans and Fire Company
who worked with the boys on the
parade, and really all the organ
izations in town who helped with
details. The costumes and floats
promoted fun and sociability, and
so did the parties shared by young
and old. Even the police officer
had nothing to report but a good
time.
Our success we reckoned in
terms of sharing of plans and de
tails by young and old, bringing
together people who came to know
one another better, the lift of spir
it that comes in working together
for the whole community, and re
ferences to “Next year—”

Junior Cosmopolitan Club Fifth
Place Dover-Foxcroft
Tag Day
Last April, 25 girl scouts assisted
the club in holding a tag day for
the benefit of the cancer fund.
This tag day proved to be very
successful, over $125. being realized
toward our goal. We will, no
doubt, make this an annual part of
our cancer drive.
Chest X-rays
Our general chairman, Mrs. Wil
bur Rice, contacted the State Bur
eau of Health at Augusta, in an
attempt to bring the Chest X-ray
mobile unit to our town. They
have assured us that they will be
glad to have us sponsor this pro
ject, but just how soon this may
be accomplished, has not been
determined as yet.
(Continued on Page 21)
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HERE AND THERE

Puss N Boots
Cat Food
PACKED BY

Coast Fisheries Division
OF

THE Quaker Oats Company
Lubec, Maine

Mrs. Erwin Center, Public Affairs chairman, and
Mrs. Fulton Blake, chairman of Citizenship, will par
ticipate in a radio broadcast May 12 (Monday) at 9:15
A. M. on WGAN, when “Points and Pointers with
Russ and Jane” will feature a MFWC citizenship pro
gram.
Our president, Mrs. W. Bradford Cushman, at
tended the reception for Queen Juliana of The Neth
erlands, given by Mrs. Hiram Cole Houghton at Gen
eral Federation Headquarters, Washington, D. C.,
Special guests were members of the Board and heads
of national women’s organizations.
Mrs. Avis Caston of Kezar Falls sailed April 2
for an eight-week tour of Spain, Germany, France
and England. She was honored at a bon voyage tea
March 30 at the home of Mrs. Neil Hamilton.
Remember the New England Conference Sept
ember 16-18 at the Marshall House, York Harbor,
which is under the same management as usual.
Gov. Frederick G. Payne has appointed Miss
Jean Lois Bangs chairman of “The Governor’s Coor
dinating Council on Children and Youth.” Miss
Bangs, who was a delegate from Maine to the White
House Conference on Children and Youth, was for
merly connected with the State Department of Health
and Welfare.
Mrs. Harry Walton of Lubec fell on the ice Jan
uary 18 and broke her hip. She has been confined
to her room from that time until April 21. Good
wishes for a complete recovery, Mrs. Walton!

WHEN IN BANGOR

A Children’s Bill of Responsibilities

STOP AT THE

BANGOR HOUSE
Allen Hotel Co.

F. F. Allen, Mgr.

Kezar Falls
Woolen Company

To God, My Country, My Parents and Myself—
Grow in character and ability as I grow in size.
Be honest with myself and others in what I say and do.
Learn and practice my religion.
Honor my parents, my elders and my teachers.
Develop high moral principles and the courage to
live by them.
Strive for health in body, mind and spirit.
Respect the rights of others.
Set a good example so that others may enjoy and
profit by my company.
Give honest effort to my work.
Regard my education as preparation for the future.
Obey our laws so that we may live more happily to
gether.
Preserve and strengthen our American way of life
and government.
(New York State Youth Commission)

Kezar Falls, Maine

Child Heroes Wanted
Men’s & Women’s Coatings & Suitings
Retail Store at the Mill

Do you know any child
ior Chamber of Commerce,
for and planning to honor
The national president, Lee
nominations.

heroes? The U. S. Jun
Tulsa, Okla., is looking
America’s child heroes.
Price, Jr., will welcome
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N. E. Conference
Promises Fine Program
The Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs will be
hostess to the New England Conference of State Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs for its 43rd annual meeting.
This conference, which comes to Maine only once in
6 years, will be held this year at the Marshall House,
York Harbor, on September 16, 17, 18, 1952.
The object of the conference is to consider mat
ters of vital importance to New England with a view
to cooperative work. With this in mind, Miss Mar
garet Howison, Milford, N. H., President of the con
ference, has chosen “Know thyself, and know thy
country,” as the theme for this year’s conference.
A fine program is being planned for your enjoy
ment. There will be educational and inspiring speak
ers, beautiful music and plenty of time to get acquaint
ed with other club-women. Some of the high-lights
will be a “State of Maine” day, featuring Maine talent,
a Bates Fashion Show, and a grand opportunity to
meet our next President of the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs, Mrs. Oscar Alhgren of Indiana, who
will be an honored guest.
This will be a splendid opportunity for Maine
clubwomen to discuss current problems with the club
women of New England. They have similar prob
lems to overcome as we do. Our heavy schedules
will be lightened in a few weeks and we can begin
to plan for next year’s club work. Please think about
the conference that is coming to Maine in September
and make plans to join us at the Marshall House for
an ideal vacation and help Maine make this New Eng
land Conference one never to be forgotten.
Special rates for the conference are:
$13.50 per person per day, American plan, for double
occupancy of twin bedded room with private bath
$15
Single room, private bath
$12.50 per person per day, rooms with connecting
bath
$12
per day, Single room with running water
$11.50 per person per day, Double room with running
water.

History of Art Film Strips
An added program of the GFWC Division of Art,
in the form of 30 film strips entitled “The History of
Art” is the generous gift of Mr. Herbert Budek of
Hackensack, N. J. Each series contains 40 pictures
and can be secured separately on loan from Headquar
ters. A 35 mm film strip projector is required. The
titles of the various series, each of which includes sev
eral film strips and their accompanying lectures, are
I—Ancient Art; II—History of Art from Constantine to
about 1400; III—History of Art from about 1400 to
about 1800; IV—History of Art from about 1800 to
the Present; V—General Art Appreciation. Included
in this series is a program entitled “The History of
Costume from the Year 1000 until 1900” with 38
pictures and lecture script.
Mrs. Allan W. Gillette

IN MAINE IT’S

LaVERDIERE'S
DRUG STORES Inc.

WATERVILLE
AUGUSTA
GARDINER
YOUR REXALL DRUG STORES

Prescription Specialists
Patents — Baby Needs — Tobacco
Fountain Service
Sporting Goods
Toiletries — Stationery — Candy —
Hearing Aids
Surgical Appliances — Magazines

“We Buy Right — We Sell Right”

The Marshall House
THE EMERSON
York Harbor, Maine
extend a cordial welcome to the
SEPTEMBER CONFERENCE
The hotels are under the same ownership
and management as for years past.
For your vacation, too.

Edward W. Marshall, pres.

FASHIONS...
for Summer
You’ll find all that’s new
waiting for you
in the

- BAown (j&.
Waterville
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BOOKS for CLUBWOMEN

WARDS
WARD &FROS?

SHOP OUR MANY DEPARTMENTS
FOR LATEST, UP-TO-DATE
FASHIONS
DRESSES — COATS — FURS
SUITS — SPORTSWEAR
LINGERIE — MILLINERY

CHILDREN’S WEAR
72 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine

PECKS
Lewiston

British Columbia by Fred H. Goodchild.
Everything concerning British Columbia is de
scribed, from the geography and history to social wel
fare and recreation.
Zachary Taylor; soldier of the republic by Holman
Hamilton.
A fascinating picture of a great American fight
ing man told in a simple and unpretentious style but
showing the results of extensive research.
New Mexico; a pageant of three peoples by Erna Fer
guson.
“Indian,” “Spanish,” and “Gringo” are the three
sections into which the author divides this affection
ate and satisfying story of her native state.
The new way to better hearing through hearing re
education by Victor L. Browd, M. D.
This hearing
reeducation method is de
signed for all people with defective hearing, whether
or not they wear hearing aids.
Great shipwrecks and castaways by Charles Neider.
Eye-witness accounts of perilous adventures from
the days of wooden galleons to modern times.
I live again by Ileana, Princess of Romania.
The story of her country during the last war, of
Communists and underground workers, of her escape
and the way by which she reached her present home
in Massachusetts.
Here is help for you by James Gordon Gilkey.
The wide appeal of Dr. Gilkey’s books is due
not only to his fluent writing but to his long exper
ience as a minister and to his deep understanding of
his fellow-men.
A treasury of New England folklore; stories, ballards and traditions of the Yankee people, edited by
B. A. Botkin.
“Here are the heroes and sages, the saints and
scoundrels, the pirates and devils and witches, the
undying fabulous figures that are part of the soil
and roots of New England.”
Journey into light by Ishbel Ross.
A history of the education of the blind in all
countries from earliest times to the present day.
An inspirational book with a forword by Helen
Keller.

Central Maine’s largest department store is
proud to serve hundreds of Federation members
and their families.

Carter Brothers Company

You are as near to Peck’s as your post office
or telephone.
BETTY LEE, your personal
shopper, fills mail and phone orders speedily and
carefully.

Registered Jewelers American Gem

You can always park an hour without charge
at the Chapel Street Parking Lot. Just show
attendant a Peck sales slip when you call for your
car.

Established 1854

Society

521 Congress Street

Portland, Maine
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DATES TO REMEMBER
MAY
4-10—Youth Week
8—VE Day 1945
11— Mother’s Day
12— “Clean-up Week”—Governor’s Proclamation
12-17—GFWC Convention, Minneapolis, Minn.
18—Citizenship Sunday
30—Memorial Day
JUNE
1—Children’s Sunday
8—Father’s Day
14—Flag Day
17-19—MFWC Sixtieth Annual Convention at the
Belgrade Hotel, Belgrade, Maine
SEPTEMBER
16-18—N. E. Conference at The Marshall House,
York Harbor
OCTOBER
10—Deadline for November issue of the NEWS

Keep interested in people, especially young peo
ple—keep astride of the times, and you’ll never grow
old . . . Ethel Barrymore, reprinted from Pathfinder.
Adventures in two worlds by A. J. Cronin.
This—Dr. Cronin’s first book of non-fiction—is
a skillful fusion of his experiences in the fields of
medicine and literature.
The enemy within by Raymond J. deJaegher and
Irene Corbally Kuhn.
Herbert Hoover says of this book “Here is the
reality of Communism in action in all its naked hor
ror. I recommend it to my fellow Americans who
want to see and know, in close-up, the demonic force
now loose in our world.”
Hearth in the snow by Laura Buchan and Jerry Allen.
The true story of a young couple’s unusual ad
venture in an Alaskan coastal town where they took
on the jobs of teacher and radio operator under the
Alaskan Native Service.
The peculiar war by E. J. Kahn, Jr.
The author’s at-the-front observations of soldiers
and officers of the United Nations forces provide a
very human account of the Korean conflict.

Portland, Maine
Quality Fashions for

Juniors, Misses and Women
by Famous Makers

GOLD and
PLATINUM JEWELRY
DIAMONDS and WATCHES

SILVERWARE
CLOCKS — GLASSWARE
GIFT NOVELTIES

Need Club Funds?
In the new simplified Nylon Club Plan, we
distribute your hosiery. You need only handle
the payments. It’s quick and profitable for your
club; economical and necessary to your members.
Write today—and ask us to show you how.

503 Congress St.

PORTLAND, MAINE

WALLIS HOSIERY MILLS
19 E. 34th Street, Reading, Pa.

Dial 3-6606
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Background Conference on International Relations
Feb. 3-8, 1952 in D. C.
Report of
Mrs. Milton W. Weymouth
of Saco and Old Orchard
Dear Mrs. Cushman:
It gives me much pleasure to
write you that as a guest of Mrs.
Frederick Beggs, National Chair
man of International Relations for
the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs, I was able to register, as a
member from Maine, at a Confer
ence held in Washington, D. C.
February 3-8. Attended by state
chairmen and designated as a
Background Conference to pro
mote Faths to Security and Free
dom, it was a wonderful opportun
ity to gain a better understanding
of measures taken to overcome
forces which threaten our liberty.
The first program I attended was
held Wed., Feb. 6, in the confer
ence room in the ECA Building,
when Mr. Harland Cleveland, Dir
ector for Western Europe, Mutual
Security Agency, and Dr. Fitzger
ald, assistant to Averill Harriman
and an authority on Point 4 Pro
gram, lectured. During a two hour
program we learned that the major
objective of the “Point 4” which
replaced the Marshall Plan, is to
build
economic
and
military
strength in European countries,
and establish economic strength
and productive stability in Asia—
(including medical, agricultural
and administrative aid). Pointed
and significant were the questions
asked by chairmen during the lec
ture, and I am forwarding notes
which I took to Mrs. Peterson,
Maine International Relations
chairman. The luncheon period
was also discussion period and at
2:30 the meeting was moved to the
new Interior Building so that we
could see and hear Mrs. Beggs
broadcast messages of our support
and good will to foreign countries.
A tea, which was to be held at the
British Embassy at 4 P. M., was
cancelled due to the death of King
George of England. Being unable
to attend meetings at the Canadian
Chancery and Pan American Union
on Thursday, I did plan to attend
meetings at the Pentagon on Fri
day for an appraisal of our pos
itions in Europe and Asia—and to
the Senate dining room for luncheion and conference with the Sen
ate Foreign Relations Committee.
The luncheon was cancelled but

I was invited for lunch in the Sen
ate dining room, and was pleased
to have that experience, and to ac
cept passes to any meeting of Con
gress during my visit in D. C. from
the Hon. Margaret Chase Smith.
On February 25, as guest of Mrs.
Stuart E. Womeldorph, I attended
a meeting of the D. C. Federation
at the beautiful 2400 Hotel, on 16th
Street, and took the liberty of ex
tending greetings from the Pres
ident and members of the Maine
Federation of Women’s Clubs. The
morning session was given over to
Mrs. Leslie Wright, General Feder
ation Liaison officer who substitut
ed for the National President, Mrs.
Houghton, who was ill. Mrs. Wright
told of the South American Good
will Tour taken in January by Na
tional officers, and she advocated
asking clubs of the General Feder
ation to pass a resolution to have
Spanish taught in all public schools
in America. Several Past Presid
ents spoke briefly as did Mrs.
Howard, Legislative chairman. We
were all invited to attend the an
nual spring luncheon at the Shore
ham Hotel April 24, when special
guests will be Mrs. Truman, Mrs.
Barkley and Mrs. Vinson. Lunch
eon discussion, still at the 2400
Hotel was followed by a business
session, and I was much interested
to note that the problems of the
D. C. Federation were much like
those of the Maine Federation of
which I am so honored to be a
member.
Iris R. Weymouth
(Mrs. Weymouth is a
past president of the E.
and I Union in Saco)
A GOOD RECIPE
1 good set of officers
3 loyal trustees
Mix thoroughly until there is a
smooth, even grain
A dash of wit
2 ounces of courtesy
Ginger size of an egg
Sweeten with equal amounts of
kindness and cheerfulness
When adding new members mix
generously the flavoring of
friendship and love, work all
together, then add a handful of
pep and patience. No steaming,
boiling or stewing is necessary,
just a moderate temperature.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
(Continued From Page 5)
each club will be of great interest
to us all and should serve as in
spiration and suggestion for sim
ilar activities in other localities.
Plans are well under way for the
Annual Convention to be held at
the Belgrade Hotel,
Belgrade
Lakes, June 17, 18, and 19. Dr.
Kenneth McFarland, educator and
lecturer, from Topeka, Kansas,
who was so enthusiastically receiv
ed at the General Federation Con
vention at Houston, will appear on
our program the first evening.
Other speakers on timely subjects,
progress reports, music as well as
time planned for relaxation and
enjoyment of this beautiful spot
in Maine in the middle of June
will, we hope, make our sixtieth
convention one to be remembered.
Chairmen of Departments, Divis
ions, and Committees are already
at work on plans and suggestions
for next year’s programs. Consult
ation periods are being planned for
Belgrade and we hope that club
presidents, program chairmen, and
club chairmen for the various com
mittees will take advantage of this
opportunity to talk over plans and
get suggestions for carrying on
their work.
I hope that each of you is facing
your responsibility as a citizen,
that you are registered, that you
are preparing to vote, and that you
are urging those with whom you
come in contact to do likewise. At
the last presidential election in
1948 only about half the people of
voting age cast a vote. Every el
ection in your town, your county,
your state, and your nation affects
you. Our government will func
tion wisely only if we, the people,
act wisely, and we can do that on
ly by voting conscientiously and
intelligently in every election, in
cluding the Primary. Study the
jissues, the qualifications of the
candidates, be informed, and Vote.
Every vote counts whether it is
used or not. Let us not lose our
freedom by default.
Yours sincerely,
Doris L. Cushman
When finished sprinkle liber
ally with sociability, and the
product is ready to serve.
—Loaned by Letter Carriers
Auxiliary
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MORAL BLINDERS
(Continued from Page 9)
In the days of the frontier, for
tunes were made and lost over
night. The California gold rush
and the Klondike stampede embel
lished the “get-rijch-quick” ideo
logy. Land and stock speculations,
the public-lottery craze of the
1820’s and 1830’s, all played their
part in creating a countertheme to
our normal American values. To
day, such factors as the fabulous
radio giveaways, $100,000 prize
contest, Irish sweepstakes, gambl
ing—all help sustain this easymoney philosophy.
Traditionally, we express shock
at these attitudes. Yet millions of
us fall into the trap they create.
As columnist Walter Lippmann
once wrote: “The high level of law
lessness in America is maintained
by the fact that Americans desire
to do so many things which they
also desire to prohibit.”
And this penetrating observation
sharply spotlights the terrible con
flict which besets us. On the one
hand, we are a highly moral people
and set ideal standards for our
selves. On the other hand, we not
only sucer from one of the world’s
highest crime rates, but millions of
us are infected with the “noncrim
inal criminal” complex which we
blithely condone in our own lives
and in those of our friends.
We even have a certain grudging
admiration for the “fixer,” for the
“influence-peddler,” for the “man
who gets away with murder,” it
is the “unexpectedly crooked,” as
a columnist has put it, that shocks
us. The basketball scandals rock
ed America because they occurred
in a relatively sared realm. The
Teapot Dome scandal rocked Am
erica beccause a group of politic-

JUNIOR LEAGUE
(Continued from Page 7)
ril 7 at the Clubrooms in Damar
iscotta. There were 19 Rockland
Juniors present as well as two
guests. Mrs. Helen Ripley, Dis
trict Director was also present. Af
ter the business meeting a musical
program featuring piano and viol
in was enjoyed. Rev. Cecil With
am accompanied by Mrs. Witham
showed slides of their trip to F”rope with detailed explanations.
Refreshments were served from a
buffet table.
Anna Gallant,
Correspondent
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ians brazenly filled their pokets
with funds from the public till.
Now we hear about further scan
dals in government, about fixers in
Washington, about the Kefauver
hearings which exposed fraud and
corruption in politics. These events
are “investigated.” They make
front-page stories for a while—and
then they die down.
Out of them, however, there
comes no resounding call to moral
arms. There is no vast popular
stirring to “turn the rascals out.”
We have grown flabby and easy
going about our values.
Yet we must fight this decay, not
only all around us but withing our
selves. We must fight the “something-ofr-nothing” moral disease
which breeds both the “noncrim
inal criminals” and the criminals.
We must all embark on a vast eth
ical crusade—a crusade which
must begin at home and spread as
fcr as the infection of immorality
has gone.
We don’t have to wear perma
nent halos to be a force for good.
All of us, in our families, in our
schols, in our work, in our church
es, should begin now—today—to
take more pride in ourseleves, to
demand decency and honor in our
own conduct and in that of others.
This is one of the most vital cru
sades for our time—a crusade
which holds a promise of honor and
well-being for ourselves, for our
children, and fr our nation. Can
we—can you—meet this challenge?
CARE-FOR-KOREA
We much regret that a typographical error occurred in the report of the “CARE for Korea” camnaign. Several of the Districts
were completely omitted, and District Six, which contributed $110.
was given credit for only $50.
Following is the record to date:
Amount
District
$ 133.00
One
453.55
Two
316.32
Three
175.00
Four
40.00
Five
110.00
Six
270.02
Seven
427.00
Eight
414.71
Nine
176.38
Ten
50.00
Eleven
480.00
Twelve
562.00
Thirteen
$3607.98

Maine Radio and Press
Women Organize
A meeting of interest to many
Maine clubwomen was that during
which the Maine press and radio
women were organized as an af
filiation of th New England Wo
men’s Press Association. It was
held at Augusta April 12.
Officers elected were Miss Char
lotte Michaud, Lewiston, president;
Miss Ruth Henderson, Augusta,
vice president; Mrs. Marion Whooley, Auburn and Rangeley, secret
ary; Mrs. Agnes Gibbs, Portland,
treasurer; and Miss Frances Hapgood, Portland, membership chair
man. These five will form the ex
ecutive committee, which is to ap
point 10 area representatives to be
located at advantageous spots in
the state; study committees for
the improvement of social and wo
men’s pages of newspapers, and
radio program; an education com
mittee to help those wishing to en
ter fields of press and radio writ
ing; and prepare to award cit
ations for outstanding writing for
press and radio by Maine women
at the next annual meeting.
Membership is open to all Maine
women writers for press and rad
io, either now active or formerly
so, and the first 100 will be charter
members. At the time we go to
press 65 membership cards have
been issued.
The Portland Press Club has in
vited the Maine Press and Radio
Women to visit its club head
quarters at Portland. Admission
will be gained by showing mem
bership card.

It takes courage to be kind and
friendly, and it takes courage to
be sincere, honest and loyal. It is
not easy for grown-ups, but it is
much more difficult for the girls
to be true to their ideals when it
is not appreciated . . . Silvi Visapaa,
Chairman of World Committee,
Girl Scouts of America.

Fact is, I never saw anything
anywhere that looked like the state
of Maine to me. Nothing as good
. . . Pfc Alfred Roger McLaughlin,
Lewiston, Me.
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Across The Editor’s Desk
How long is it since the children you know have
read “Swiss Family Robinson”, “Black Beauty”, “The
Little Princess, and other of the children’s classics
which were everyday fare to you? William Sloane
speaking on "The Inner World of Books” at Farm and
Home Week, University of Maine, pointed out that
Adams, Jefferson and others of our forefathers had
read most of the world’s great books (many of them
in the original language) long before they grew up.
He made us realize that we are faced with a serious
situation in an age when boys and girls seldom read
for pleasure and when many of them grow up without
the rich background of literature which brings a
sense of wonder, of curiosity, of delight and almost
reverence.
What can we do to enrich our children’s lives
and those of other children? As individuals we can
bring back reading aloud in the family group, read
ing not the mediocre comics or ordinary story, but
the true classics which are not in the school curri
culum. We can arouse others to the reality of the
problem. We can reread old favorites ourselves. As
clubwomen, we can give prizes of good books for
scholastic excellence or for other types of contests.
We can give copies of the classics to the school lib
rary. We can ask school and town librarians to have
exhibits of the books which are considered “best for
children”.
Mr. Sloane told us that man spends much of his
time alone with himself, “which means that you are

your own best or worst company.” How important,
then, that our children have the best in literature as
a model for speech and action and ideal! How im
portant that they see the best in moving pictures and
television (which public opinion can change for the
better) and hear the best in music and radio. How
important that our schools should be awake to this
problem and offer more of the classic literature than
they are doing at the present time.
“It is good for man to be at odds with his en
vironment”, said Mr. Sloane. “Nothing worth having
is won without struggle. It does one good to be par
tially maladjusted. The disciplines of patience and
the rigor of life—not sitting in front of a television
or movie screen—are what make a child a man.”
How important, then, that a child should read about
the great struggles of history and literature, rather
than of Superman and the “easy” road of crime!
This New York publisher declared that he found
it harder and harder to hire anyone to work for his
publishing house who understood the beauty and
meaning and fascination of the English language.
Can a child find these in the literature of today?
Sometimes, yes, but the truly great language on which
all the good of today is based is that of the classics.
Let’s see that our children become familiar with
the fine books of the past and they will be able to
sift the good literature from the bad as they grow up.
Let’s go back to being a more literate country!

I call a complete and generous education that
which fits a man to perform justly, skillfully and
magnanimously all the offices, both private and pub
lic, of peace and war.
—John Milton.

THE

If the blind put their hand in God’s, they find
their way through the dark more surely than those
who see but have not faith or purpose. —Helen Keller
Character may be manifested in the great mo
ments, but it is made in the small one . . . Phillips
Brooks.

He climbs the highest who lifts another up . . .
Adams

PENOBSCOT HOTEL
Bangor

A Landmark of Hospitality
For More Than 125 Years

Mme. Helene Fleischman
93 Thorndike St., Brookline 46, Mass.

HOW TO RAISE MONEY FOR YOUR CLUB

“Old Covered Bridges”

“Literary New England in Natural Color”
“This Is My Country”

Ask for an assortment of attractive though inexpensive
costume jewelry and smart gadgets to display at one
of your meetings, without any obligation. Send back
unsold items, keeping 15% of the amount sold.

Kodachrome Illustrated Lectures

ADELBERT M. JAKEMAN
“Sea Haven”, Ocean Park, Maine
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BUILD FREEDOM
(Continued from Page 13)
Canteen for Servicemen
Mrs. David Barker is our Civil
Defense Chairman.
She attends
all meetings of the local Health
Council, which is endeavoring to
set up a canteen for the servicemen
who are stationed at the Radar
Station in Charleston. The club
voted to act as hostesses when
needed and to help financially.
Purchase of Stage Curtains
Last Spring, the pupils of the
new grammar school, consisting of
the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, had a
school fair and raised about $270.,
which fund was set aside as a start
on their stage curtains. This‘fact
was brought to the attention of
the Junior Cosmopolitan Club and
we decided to take this project
on. The complete stage curtains
consists of the front curtains, the
cyclorama and the track. The
estimated cost is about $1200.
These have been ordered and will
be installed in April. Although
we will not have them completely
paid for this year, we feel that our
goal has been attained, in that the
students will have their curtains
for their graduation this June. Sev
eral of the club girls attended the
graduation last June and the con
sensus was that the lack of stage
curtains detracted very much from
the effectiveness of the exercises.
Our aim now will be to finish pay
ing for them within one year if
possible. We are already “hatch
ing” up some new money making
schemes for this summer and early
Fall in order to accomplish this
purpose.
Three meetings have been held
with the Superintendent of Schools,
the School Board and a committee
from the club relative to selecting
the color and material of the cur
tains and planning the purchase
in general. Of course the money
making schemes have involved a
lot of time and work on the part
of all the club members. Exactly
how many young people and teach
ers have participated in our club
projects would be impossible for
me to say.
To help raise the funds for the
purchase of the curtains, several
money making projects have al
ready been completed.
A book, food and rummage sale
has been held.
Advertising matter has been sold
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to local business men. These ads
are printed on 24 card table tops
to be sold locally by the club.
In cooperation with the School
Music Supervisor, an operetta
“Robin Hood” was presented to the
public on Wednesday, March 12th.
The youth of the school sold tickets
end helped out in other ways. A
HI-Y group made the posters for
us. The club girls and the mothers
of the participants in the operetta
made the costumes. Our club,
with the help of the pupils in cut
ting trees, attended to the props.
Many meetings were held with the
music supervisor and the teachers
to iron out the problems arising.
Not only was this a good money
making scheme, but was educa
tional for the children as well.
There was a cast of about 50 pupils
in the operetta.
Career Day
Our final project under the Build
Freedom with Youth contest was
a Career Day, which we sponsored
for the 218 students of Foxcroft
Academy. Our first step in plan
ning this project was to contact
the principal of the Academy.
With his approval and cooperation,
we started actual work in January.
A committee of three girls from
the club met twice with the nine
members of the Student council
and their advisor to make arrange
ments for this event. The biggest
problem was finding a suitable
date, since the Academy was in
the process of moving from its
present site to their new building.
After much discussion, February
8 was selected as the date.

American Home
Builds Freedom
The American home is the bul
wark of freedom, on which all
youth programs are based.
The program and projects of this
department are based on the five
points outlined by Mrs. Hiram Cole
Houghton as the goals of the Am
erican Home:
1. Economically sound.
2. Physically beautiful.
3. Socially responsible.
4. Mentally stimulating.
5. Spiritually strong.
Among the projects suggested by
Mrs. George E. Lord, the chairman,
1. Every club woman with her
family attend church regularly.
2. “Family Date Night” in every
family.

Each student in the school made
a list of the vocations in which he
was most interested. From these
lists, the sixteen most popular
were chosen. The club committee
was responsible for obtaining
people to represent these various
fields. We were able to secure
some excellent speakers.
Members of the academy faculty
assisted and the student council in
troduced the speakers. The Junior
Cosmopolitan Club was represent
ed by Mrs. Wilbur Rice and Mrs.
Donald Brown.
This Career Day was very well
received by the students and the
faculty and was acclaimed as very
successful.

Timeliest season’s needs
with accent on Fashion First,
and Highest Quality always.

Enjoy the ultimate in style in
Women’s and Children’s

APPAREL and ACCESSORIES

•. palmers;
543 Congress St., Portland
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Let’s Continue to Build Freedom and
Youth Conservation
Forwards Freedom
The Youth Conservation Com
mittee has had a busy and profit
able year. District Youth Con
servation Chairmen have done a
wonderful job in promoting the
Youth Conservation program, and
many local clubs have appointed a
Youth
Conservation
Chairman,
one district 100 %.
I have been thrilled by the many
wonderful letters from local and
District Chairmen asking for lit
erature, and suggestions. Your
Youth Conservation Committee has
endeavored to supply all these re
quests, either by sending the mat
erials, or advising the chairmen to
send to GFWC Headquarters in
Washington.
Many and varied original Youth
Conservation activities have been
reported, including a Library
Fund, a Children’s Room at the
local Library, sponsoring Scouts,
Youth centers, the Build Freedom
with Youth Contest, school milk
projects, Christmas gifts to needy
children,
General Clay Fund,
school bands, playground equip
ment, sound equipment for schools,
Child Health Conferences, and
Clinics.
Interest in the “Narcotics” pro
gram has been high. Fifty-six
clubs have received the GFWC
literature on this subject, and 11
have reported programs in their
clubs on this subject. Sixteen have
used the recordings and I continue
to get requests. In one town, five
clubs worked together with PTA,
town officials and pastors etc., in
a survey to study the problem of
Narcotics Control. Work has really
just begun, however. Your Youth
Conservation Committee hopes to
help promote further survey and
study into the narcotics problem,
and help every club to spearhead
a movement in its locality to pass
a narcotics ordinance which will
best suit that locality. We have
laid the ground work, and we must
not slacken our efforts until we
have prepared our community to
meet and overcome the evil of nar
cotics peddling if it should appear.
I have been privileged to take
part in a panel discussion at our

So many clubs have reported activities in the Youth Conservation
field this past year that we are not going to have space to tell about all
of them. If your club is not represented, do write us so we may report
additional club action in the November issue.
Mrs. W. Bradford Cushman tells us that one of her daughters works
with a Senior Girl Scout troop in Indiana. These girls found a splendid
way to carry out the “trick or treat” idea last Hallowe’en. They went
from door to door asking for sewing supplies to send overseas. This is
a fine idea which Maine clubwomen can pass along to their own girls.
Remember: A program stimulates actiOxi and the project follows!
The Houlton Woman’s Club had Safety and cooperated with the lo
a program on “The Emotional cal PTA in a narcotics program,
Problems of the Adolescent.”
with Dr. Paul Jones, psychiatrist,
The Methebesec Club, Rockland, as guest speaker.
clothes a needy girl all through
In Old Town five clubs worked
her four years of high school.
together with the PTA, town offic
(Note the Winterport project.)
ials and ministers, and others, in
Several clubs, including the a survey to study the problem of
Pine Needle Club, Island Falls, narcotics addiction among youth.
The Junior Woman’s Club, Rock
helped the high school library.
The Molasto Club, Dover-Fox- land, placed signs on streets where
croft, bought playground equip children coast.
ment and sound equipment for two
The Ayuda Club, Milo, provides
schools. The Guilford Woman’s needy children with milk and have
Club bought a tape recorder and a library fund to buy children’s
other equipment for the school.
equipment for the library.
A number of clubs, including
The Woman’s Literary Club,
Mars Hill, helped buy a piano for the Woman’s Club of Yarmouth,
the high school, sponsors Cub have voted to send a girl to Girls’
Scouts and helps to operate a skat State. Usually, the girl gives a re
ing rink for children. (Lots of port of her week’s experience at
clubs sponsor Girl Scouts, but not a club meeting. The Yarmouth
so many help with the boys!)
club also sent a plant to Pownal
The Junior Cosmopolitan Club, School at Easter. The dramatics
Dover-Foxcroft, have conducted club of the North Yarmouth Acad
Child Health Clinics in cooperation emy presented a play at one meet
with the State Bureau of Health, ing.
sent a Girl Scout to camp for two
The Yarmouth Woman’s Club
weeks, helped the American Le this past winter has sponsored an
gion Auxiliary in a drive to pro unusual series of forums on public
vide band uniforms. All the Dov affairs, conducted by the head of
er-Foxcroft clubs cooperate in a the English Department of the Ac
ademy, with participation by Ac
better movies campaign.
The Sangerville Woman’s Club ademy students. All meetings were
sponsors a children’s reading hour open to the public without charge
at the Library.
and aroused a great deal of com
The Union Woman’s Club spon munity interest.
sored an essay contest on Traffic
The work carried out by the
Woman’s Literary Union of Port
County Teachers’ Convention— land for youth deserves a complete
“Teaching Democracy in Our column, but must be told more
Schools”—and I spent a happy and briefly here. The WLU invited 20
inspiring week as Dean of Women girls from seven public and two
at a church camp for Senior High private high schools to become
School students.
student members of the club for
It has been a gratifying and en one year with all privileges with
riching experience to have served out cost. This group together with
on the Youth Conservation Com the club’s Youth Participation
mittee. The material from GFWC Committee planned and carried
has been of invaluable assistance,
out a survey of available scholar
and I appreciate greatly the en ships to schools of higher learning
couragement and inspiration I in New England and neighboring
have received from Miss Scurlock.
states, made an attractive and in
Isabel C. Cudhea
formative scrapbook containing
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Plan Programs and Projects For Youth
New Program on
Youth Conservation
There are no words to express
our enthusiasm for the splendid
new leaflet, “A Dozen Club Pro
grams on Youth Conservation”,
which has just been prepared by
Miss Stella Scurlock. Beginning
in September, the monthly head
ings are “Democracy Begins in the
Family”, “The Family That Plays
Together Stays Together”, “The
Family Acts It Out and Talks It
Over” , “The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together”, “Be
Friends to Youth”, “Do We Know
and Use Our Community Service
for Youth?” “What Would Make
Ours a Better Town to Live In?”
“Jobs for Youth—At Home and
Pay”, “Where Do Our Youth
Play?” “Good Schools Do Not Just
Happen”, “Youth’s Diet of Radio,
TV, Movies and Literature Is Our
Job, Too”,
“Protecting Youth
Against Marijuana and Other
Dope.” Available at General Fed
eration Headquarters, 1734 N
Street NW, Washington 6, D. C.,
the leaflet includes suggestions for
further reading, most of them ob
tainable from the Youth Conserv
ation office, and outlines a pro
gram for 12 club meetings.
The April, 1952, CLUBWOMAN
appeals to us as the best Youth
Conservation issue ever published.
It is just filled with ideas for club
programs and projects. Single
copies are 15< and they may be
obtained from G F W C Head
quarters.

their findings. Sixty schools were
studied. The scrapbook will be
kept in the Reference Room of the
Portland Public library. The WLU
is offering two scholarships as a
part of this project, through which
girls who might not otherwise do
so will have an opportunity for
higher learning.
The Twin Village Junior Wo
man’s Club, Damariscotta, heard
State Trooper Ray Orcutt, Bath,
discuss the new school bus and sig
nal laws, the value of drivers’
training courses in the schools, and

WHAT DO YOU LIKE?
RADIO QUESTIONNAIRE
By MRS. FRED L. MORRISON
Chairman, Radio Committee, MFWC
Radio has long been the “Woman’s Home Companion.” As she
goes about daily duties, radio is company, consolation and entertainment.
In Maine areas where TV is available, it is also becoming a part of the
home scene.
What do you like about radio and TV? Dislike? Would like to
see changed? Your radio chairman would like to know. She would
like to give you a composite picture of Maine clubwomen as radio lis
teners and evaluaters at convention time—also accumulate worthwhile
information.
Your GFWC radio chairman, Mrs. James M. Northup, make a very
astute and realistic statement in her new Radio and Television hand
book. “The finest kind of censorship is the personal kind—if you don’t
like it—turn it off—and refuse to buy the products of the sponsor.”
Please fill out the following form and send it to Mrs. Fred L. Mor
rison, Kingfield, Maine. If you have TV, fill out the same questions as
numbered on a separate sheet of paper.
Speak your mind. You may sign or not sign the questionnaire as
you please. Send them in as soon as possible.
LIKES
1. My favorite daytime program is ..................................................................
2. My favorite evening program is ................................................................
3. My favorite news commentator is .............................................................
4. I think the finest program is ....................................................................
5. My favorite musician or musical program is .....................................
DISLIKES
6. The things I dislike most about radio are (list in order)
a.......................................................
b..................................................................
c.......................................................
d..................................................................
7. I would like to see the following types of program off the air:
8. My pet hate among programs is
.....................................................
SUGGESTIONS
9. We should have more of the following types of programs:
10. Present programs could be improved by
...................................
(Use additional paper if needed)

answer many questions concerning
traffic.
The Junior Clubwomen of Ken
tucky have a project that Maine
women might pattern after. They
sponsor the children in the Beulah
Heights
Mountain
Orphanage.
Each of the 47 children in the
home has a Junior Club as a guard
ian. Each child is sent clothing
as needed, a gift at Hallowe’en, a
box at Christmas, a remembrance
on Valentine Day and Easter,
with birthdays a special event.
Program Chairmen: Remember

the Program Service of the GFWC
has a special program kit, which
is yours for the asking. When you
write for it, state the size of your
club. Also, the General Federa
tion library and the various de
partments of work can furnish
material for EVERY kind of pro
gram. Every issue of the GF Club
woman and of the News has pro
gram suggestions.
Will all clubs which entered the
Traffic Safety contest send us an
outline of your activities for the
November issue of the News?

PIANOS...

STEINWAY — KNABE — LESTER
WURLITZER — STORY & CLARK
“The Name Speaks for Itself”

Harmon Piano Company
186 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR

BURNHAM & MORRILL CO.

Est. 1860

Edward Rowe Snow
Announces His New Lecture for the 1 952 Season

Amazing Tales
OF OUR SEA AND SHORE
(NOT ONE OF WHICH HAS EVER BEEN GIVEN BEFORE)

These Newly Discovered True Tales Include the Following:
1. THE MAGDALEN MONSTER, A True Ghost Story
2. DANIEL FOSS, Who Surpassed ROBINSON CRUSOE
3. THE CHIMNEY’S SECRET, A Dream Which Led to Hidden
Treasure
4. THE STRANGE DEATH OF FISHERMAN JORDAN, A Sole
Survivor Three Times
5. A CAPE COD CANNIBAL’S SECRET
6. A SEA-BOTTOM MIRACLE, The Remarkable Rescue of Two Men
7. WOMEN and CHILDREN LAST, or The Horror of The Atlantic
8. THE FANTASTIC STORY of The PIRATE KING of CALF
ISLAND

Illustrated with Beautiful Colored Slides and
Remarkable Moving Pictures

EDWARD ROWE SNOW

Summer Street
Telephone Marshfield 195

Marshfield, Massachusetts

